LexisNexis® MedMal NavigatorSM
The interactive tool that integrates medical and legal research with your case facts.

LexisNexis MedMal Navigator is a medical malpractice litigation tool that combines the specific circumstances of your case with related medical and legal content—delivering highly relevant search results that match the facts of your case.

Develop Your Case Strategy with Confidence

The MedMal NavigatorSM unique and highly sophisticated question-and-answer technology helps you quickly examine the specific facts and issues of your case from an easy-to-use, interactive dashboard.

Answer a simple set of questions—developed by attorneys and doctors—about the facts of your malpractice case. Provide contextual information about the medical condition, jurisdiction, and your research objective. MedMal Navigator then quickly delivers a set of answers customized to your specific case.

Your input is then matched to underlying medical and legal content and displayed via an interactive dashboard—generating highly specific research results that enable you to confidently develop your case strategy.
The MedMal Navigator litigation tool helps you:

• Formulate a winning case strategy and draw critical information from one single tool that combines your case facts with medical and legal research content.

• Understand a case’s medical issues and terminology by providing access to on-point medical information including authoritative medical publications and content used by health-care professionals.

• Effectively understand the medical, legal and jurisdictional issues associated with your case—saving you hours of time-consuming research and investigation.

• Assess the merits of a case by determining if and where a deviation in the standard of care may have occurred—to help you understand the medicine and the strengths and weaknesses of your case.

• Compare similar verdicts and settlements and ascertain case value—ensuring you are fully equipped to determine your course of action.

• Find and research the right experts and their history including past behaviors (by medical condition and jurisdiction).

Conduct Medical Research from One Source

Have confidence in your knowledge of the medical issues. Access premier medical information that doctors use, including access to over 700 medical topics from Elsevier®, the world’s leading provider of science and health information. Also search thousands of medical definitions, guides, journals, abstracts and medical images from one single, affordable source.

Analyze Potential Deviations from Standard of Care

Efficiently assess the merits of your case with built-in standard of care analysis to determine if and where a deviation in the standard of care may have occurred—ensuring you are up to speed on the medicine without relying on costly medical experts.

Obtain Specific Results Matched to the Facts of Your Case

The MedMal Navigator Research Assistant interactive questions and answers were developed by doctors, nurse practitioners and attorney-editors, and help you quickly examine the specific facts and issues of your case via an intuitive dashboard.

Determine the Best Course of Action

Evaluate the risk to defend or prosecute; and estimate the value of proceeding or settling your case with case value assessments that match your case to comparable verdicts and settlements.

Research the Right Experts and Related Parties

Find and research the right experts and their backgrounds by disease, condition and jurisdiction. Run a profile report to better understand their history and case involvement—ensuring you are fully prepared.

Eliminate Hours of Research Time

Save hours of time-consuming research with an all-in-one medical malpractice litigation tool that matches your case circumstances to medical and legal content. Avoid time-consuming research from many disparate sources.

Contact us!
Learn more about the MedMal Navigator litigation tool and how it can help your practice. Call 888.253.3901 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/Med-Mal-Nav.